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Abstract: Determining the natural frequencies and mode shapes of rotating turbomachinery
components from both rotating and stationary reference frames is of paramount importance to
avoid resonance problems that could affect the normal operation of the machine, or even cause
critical damages in these components. Due to their similarity to real engineering cases, this topic has
been experimentally analyzed in the past for disk-shaft assemblies and rotor disk-blades assemblies
(bladed-disk or blisk). The same topic is less analyzed for disk-blades-disk assemblies, although such
configurations are widely used in centrifugal closed impellers of compressors, hydraulic pumps,
pump-turbines, and runners of high head Francis turbines. In this paper, experimental measurements,
varying the rotating speed of a disk-blade-disk assembly and exciting the first natural frequencies of
the rotating frame, have been performed. The rotating structure is excited and measured by means of
PZT patches from the rotating frame and with a Laser Doppler Vibrometer (LDV). In order to interpret
the experimental results obtained from the stationary frame, a method to decompose the diametrical
mode shapes of the structure in simple diametrical components (which define the diametrical mode
shapes of a simple disk) has been proposed. It is concluded that the resonant frequencies detected
with a stationary sensor correspond to the ones predicted with the decomposition method. Finally,
a means to obtain equivalent results with numerical simulation methods is shown.
Keywords: natural frequencies; mode-shapes; modal analysis; centrifugal pumps; pump-turbine;
closed impellers
1. Introduction
Rotating-disk-like structures are a common element in rotating machines (such as circular saws,
wafer cutting machines, disk brakes, grinding wheels) and turbomachinery components (blisks,
centrifugal fans, gas turbines, hydraulic turbines). These structures are excited by different kinds
of dynamic loads and therefore a resonance can occur if the excited frequency coincides with one
of the natural frequencies of the structure and the excitation shape matches the mode shape of the
structure [1,2]. For this reason, in this kind of rotating structure, it is of paramount importance to
predict and determine the natural frequencies and mode shapes of both rotating and stationary frames.
There are many types of rotating structures used in real engineering cases that can be assimilated
to a disk-type or disk with blades structure. Some examples of real applications are shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1a shows a simple disk, which is basically a circular thin plate. Figure 1b shows a bladed-disk
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or blisk, which consists of a central ring with attached blades. Figure 1c is the combination of a simple
disk with blades attached to one side. In Figure 1d, a structure that can be considered as an assembly
disk-blades-disk is shown. Each type has different mode-shapes and, therefore, their structural
response (natural frequencies and mode shapes) has to be studied separately.
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by the disk-part (blades are doubly clamped), which indicates mode shapes with deformation in
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modes (modes with nodal diameters) are particularly considered, because they are the lower modes in
frequency and the most prone to be excited. For this reason, the same characterization using nodal
diameters as in simple disks is used. Nevertheless, defining the mode shapes of disk-blades-disk
assemblies with a single number of nodal diameters is inadequate, since the mode shapes are not
perfectly sinusoidal (as the theoretical modes in a simple disk), and this may lead to simplified
predictions of the resonant peaks detected from the stationary frame.
In this kind of structure, the rotational speed is relatively low [30,34]. Therefore, it is expected
that when analyzing the natural frequencies and mode shape from the rotating frame (considering
the structure rotating in vacuum or a low-density fluid), effects such as gyroscopic and centrifugal
forces modify the structural equation slightly and the natural frequencies do not change. Studying the
problem from a stationary frame is advantageous, since, experimentally, it is much more feasible to
place sensors in that reference frame. As mentioned before, for simple disks structures, this problem
has been deeply analyzed. Particularly, the natural frequencies corresponding to diametrical mode
shapes are separated from the natural frequency measured on the rotating frame with a frequency shift
depending on the number of nodal diameters and the rotating speed of the disk [17,19]. Nevertheless,
no experimental or numerical studies have been found where the same problem is studied for the
structural behavior of disk-blades-disk assemblies. It is also to be mentioned that analysis of the
excitations from the stationary point of view, occurring in a type of disk-blade-disk assemblies (Francis
turbines and pump turbines), has been discussed in some studies, such as by Zobeiri [35] or Nicolet
et al. [36].
Computationally, it is easier to predict natural frequencies and mode shapes with commercial
numerical codes [19,30–32], but it may be difficult to predict natural frequencies from the stationary
frame when the structure is rotating. For such cases, typical commercial software (ANSYS® [37], MSC
NASTRAN® [38]) impose the restriction that analysis from the stationary frame can be only done
for axisymmetric structures. Particularly, both codes share the same restrictions, according to the
respective reference handbook [37,38].Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 4 of 23 
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Figure 2. Real engineering cases where disk-blades-disk assemblies are used. (a) Low specific speed
Francis Turbine runner [39], (b) Pump-turbine impeller [40], (c) Centrifugal pump impeller [41],
(d) Centrifugal compressor impeller [42].
As can be seen in Figure 2, disk-blades-disk assemblies are gen rally non-axisymmetric, due to the
curvature of the blad and, therefore, according to Table 1, the natural frequenc es from the st ti ary
f ame cannot be di ctly obtained with such computational cod s. Nev rthe ess, to overcome such
a problem for the first several mod hapes, which ar trongly dominate by peripheral disk modes
(maximum deform tion on the periphery and no nodal circles [14]), an option could be to scompose
the mode shapes as a superposition of diametrical modes foun in simple disks.
I this paper, an analy ical method to precisely ch racte ize the diametrical mode shapes of
disk-blades-disk assemblies is proposed. Furthermore, it is shown how to use this characteriza ion to
p edict the natural frequencies observed from stati ary frame. Diametrical mode shapes (modes
with no n da circles), wh ch are the several first mode shapes for this kind of structure, are analyzed
fr m the rotating frame. A method to decom os the diametrical ode shapes in simple dia etrical
components (such as in a disk) is eveloped and used. Based on thi composition, the natu al
frequencies relative to the stationary frame can be analytically predicted. The problem is also studied
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experimentally with a rotating disk-blades-structure in a test rig. The test rig allows to excite the
structure from the rotating frame and measure the response from both rotating and stationary frames,
simultaneously. The rotating structure is also analyzed by means of experimental and numerical modal
analysis. The proposed method in this paper is used to decompose the several first diametrical modes
of the rotating structure and to predict the natural frequencies detected with a stationary sensor.
Table 1. Restrictions of the numerical analysis of typical commercial codes (ANSYS® [37], MSC
NASTRAN® [38]).
Stationary Frame Rotating Frame
Rotating structure has to be axisymmetric
around the rotating axis
Rotating structure can be not axisymmetric around the
rotating axis
Rotating structure can be connected to
stationary structures Only rotating structure can be considered in the analysis
More than one rotating structure Only a single rotating structure
Campbell diagrams for computing rotor
critical speeds are possible
Campbell diagrams are not applicable
Cyclic-symmetric analysis can be used
2. Diametrical Mode Shapes of Rotating Disk-Blades-Disk Like Structures from the
Rotating Frame
Firstly, the rotating structure is analyzed from the rotating reference frame. If the structure rotates
at relative low rotating speeds and is surrounded by low density fluid in comparison with the material
of the rotating structure (usually steel), the influence of the surrounding flow, inertia, shear, and
gyroscopic effects can be neglected [43]. In this case, it can be assumed that the mode shape analyzed
from the rotating frame is the same as in the standing case. The simple disk case is introduced to
understand the more complex case of the disk-blades-disk assembly.
2.1. Simple Disk Case
Considering that all the points are moving in phase or in counterphase to each other (real mode
shape), the deformation of a disk can be written as [8,44]:
w(r,θ, t) =
∞∑
n=0
∞∑
m=0
Wnm(r) cos(nθ) cos(ωnmt) (1)
where w is the transverse deformation (perpendicular to the plane of the disk), r the radial position,
θ the angular position and t time. Wnm is a function that involves the use of Bessel functions [8,9].
n is the number of nodal diameters and m the number of nodal circles. Figure 3 shows the generic
transverse motion (in z direction) of a generic disk-like structure in cylindrical coordinates.Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 5 of 23 
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For a thin disk clamped at its center (clamped by the rotating shaft) with high outer to inner
radius ratio, the first mode shapes are usually diametrical modes (modes with no nodal circles, i.e., m =
0) [8,9,13]. These modes are also usually the most prone to be excited in centrifugal impellers [30,31,40],
and for this reason will be the modes considered in this paper. Therefore and for simplicity, ωn will be
used instead of ωnm. For these kind of modes, the deformation at the periphery is larger than that
in the more inner radii. Consequently, the peripheral deformation will be used to characterize the
diametrical mode shapes.
From Equation (1), considering that t = 0, all the points pass through their maxima to minimum
(cos(ωnmt) = 1 for t = 0) and considering that there is a local maximum for θ = 0, the deformation on
the periphery at this time can be expressed as:
wp,n(r = rmax,θ, t = 0) = An cos(nθ) (2)
where wp,n is the deformation on the periphery (p) for the n diametrical mode and An the amplitude of
vibration of the corresponding mode, which depends on the angular position θ. From Equation (2),
it can be seen that each mode has a single cos(nθ) component, which defines the diametrical mode n.
For other t, where the points are not passing through its maximum/minimum, wp,n will be lower
than for t = 0. Nevertheless, since all the points are moving in phase or in counterphase to each other
(same term cos(ωnmt) in Equation (1)), the deformation shape will be proportional to the deformation
at t = 0 and, therefore, the deformation shape on the periphery at any time is representative of the mode
shape (except for t = pi2ωnm ,
3pi
2ωnm where all the points pass through 0). An example of the peripheral
deformation of this kind of structure can be seen in Figure 4a.
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2.2. Disk-Blades-Disk Structures
Since there are many factors that can determine the mode shapes of a disk-blades-disk structure
(number and geometry of the blades, junctions blade-disk . . . ), there is not a standard analytical form
to describe the mode shapes of these structures.
In this paper, the type of structure disk-blades-disk, which is used for closed impellers in centrifugal
compressors, pump-turbines, centrifugal pumps and low specific speed Francis runners [30,34,39,42],
is analyzed in detail.
Considering again the diametrical modes and assuming that these are real modes (points are
moving in phase or in counterphase to each other), the deformation at the periphery, when all the
points pass through their maxima/minima (supposing this for t = 0), can be written in a general form:
wp,i(r = rmax,θ, t = 0) = Ai(θ) for 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2pi (3)
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In this case, the deformation at the periphery of the mode i is not pure sinusoidal as for the
simple disk case, due to the blades. Nevertheless, for a diametrical mode, again the deformation at the
periphery is larger than the inner radii. In this case, the deformation at the periphery is defined by an
arbitrary function Ai, which depends on the angular position θ. Once more, for any other time t, the
deformation will be lower than that expressed in Equation (3), but it will be proportional.
Note that i is used instead of n, since it is assumed that, generally, the mode cannot be defined
by a single number of nodal diameter n (otherwise cos(nθ) would be used, as in a simple disk).
Nevertheless, no matter how complex the peripheral deformation is, there is a periodicity on the mode
shape deformation if the entire periphery is considered (Ai(θ = 0) = Ai(θ = 2pi)), which means that
the deformation in Equation (3) can be rewritten using Fourier series in their compact form [45]:
wp,i(r = rmax,θ, t = 0) = Ai(θ) =
∞∑
n=0
An,i· cos(nθ+ ϕn) (4)
As seen in Equation (4), the deformation is expressed as the sum of single components that
are characterized by the number of nodal diameters n, with amplitude An,i and phase shift between
components of ϕn. Each single term has the same deformation pattern as a single disk diametrical
mode shape (Equation (2)). An example of this kind of deformation with more than one diametrical
component can be seen in Figure 4b.
In real engineering applications, these types of structures are clamped to a shaft. The influence of
clamping a disk-like structure, on the first diametrical modes with n ≥ 2, which are the first diametrical
modes appearing disk-blade-disk structures, is almost negligible, especially for n > 2 [8]. Many
references show that the first modes of a real disk-blade-disk configuration [6,31–33,40] are dominated
by disk-modes and therefore the effect of the clamping is also to slightly increase the first diametrical
mode shapes without modifying the main characteristics of the mode shape, i.e., the aforementioned
characteristics of the diametrical mode shapes are still the same.
Other effects, such as mistuning, which plays an important role in blade-disk configurations
(blisk) for blade dominated modes, are less important for mode shapes that exhibit a shape similar to
simple diametrical disk mode shapes [20]. The main effect of a possible mistuning is to separate the
doublets in frequency [20], although in many real cases, this separation is less than 1% with respect
to the natural frequency value [6]. However, in case the two existing doublets are clearly separated,
they will keep the main characteristic of a diametrical mode shape and therefore can be separately
considered and discomposed with the following method.
3. Decomposition of the Diametrical Mode Shapes for Disk-Blade-Disk Configuration
A method to characterize the diametrical mode shapes of disk-blades-disk structures is proposed
in this section. This method helps to have a better knowledge of which diametrical components are
participating in a diametrical mode shape of the structure.
As mentioned before, based on the ideas of the Fourier transform for periodical functions, the
deformation at the periphery can be discomposed as a sum of single diametrical components, which
characterize the diametrical modes of simple disk structures. Assuming that the diametrical mode
shape is real (all points moving in phase or counterphase to each other), it is enough to discompose the
periphery at the time when the deformation of all the points is at its maximum (t = 0 for Equation (3)).
Mode shapes obtained experimentally or by means of numerical simulation are generally measured
in a number of discrete points. Therefore, the discrete version of the Fourier transform (i.e., the FFT
algorithm [45]) is used. To exemplify the method in order to discompose a diametrical mode shape, it
will be applied to discompose a diametrical mode shape of a simple disk obtained with numerical
simulation (Figure 5):
• It is assumed that the response is measured in N’ equidistant points.
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• In order to get a good resolution in the diametrical components information, this deformation is
virtually elongated λ times (10 times in this example) in space. The first and the last point of the
final sequence correspond to the displacement at angle 0◦ (Figure 5b).
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• The FFT is applied to the resulting peripheral deformation. The transform is according to the
following equation:
Xk =
N∑
i=1
Xie− j2pik
i−1
N f or k = 1, . . . ,N (5)
• In this equation Xi is the sequence of points of the elongated periphery that has N points. Xk is
the sequence of complex values after the transformation (Figure 5c).
• The first N/2 values of the sequence X′k are plotted in Magnitude against the diametrical
components. To do this, the following transformation with the index k has to be done.
n =
k− 1
λ
(6)
n represents the diametrical components. In this case, λ = 10 is considered, because the peripheral
deformation is elongated 10 times. The magnitude is represented in terms of 0-peak value and,
therefore, to obtain X′k from the Xk-values:
Xk′ = Xk·2/N (7)
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It is useful to notice the following consequences:
• The resolution in the diametrical components is 1/λ, where λ is the number of times that the
peripheral deformation is virtually elongated. To accurately see the diametrical components,
λ should be higher or equal to 2 (λ ≥ 2).
• The maximum diametrical component that can be detected on the mode shape depends on the
number of measured points on the periphery (equidistant points). nmax = N′/2 where N′ is the
number of measured points on the periphery.
For the example case, it is clearly seen (Figure 5d) that the unique diametrical component in the
analyzed mode shape is the component n = 2. This number indicates the number of nodal diameters in
this diametrical mode, which is also appreciated in Figure 5a.
Application of the Decomposition in a Real Prototype Disk-Blades-Disk Structure
This section shows the application of the method in a real prototype disk-blades-disk structure
(Figure 6a). The structure is a pump-turbine impeller with seven curved blades. The diameter is
approximately 3 m. This structure has been analyzed in previous researches [6,30]. Only a diametrical
mode of the structure is shown here as an example. The peripheral deformation of this mode is
obtained by means of numerical simulation and through experimental modal analysis (Figure 6b). The
amplitude of this deformation is normalized to 1 in both cases. The decomposition of the mode shape
applying the methodology explained before is shown in Figure 6c.Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 23 
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It can be seen that, apart from the main component n = 3 (therefore, in the aforementioned
references the mode is described as 3ND), other components such as n = 4, 10, 11 are also found
in the decomposition. Generally, these structures exhibits multiple components instead of a single
diametrical component that simple disk-like structures have (Figure 5) [43]. Therefore, it is shown
that the description of these mode shapes with a unique diametrical mode component [6,26–33]
is incomplete. The next section shows the consequences of the natural frequencies detected with
a stationary sensor, when the disk-blade-disk structure is in rotation.
4. Diametrical Mode Shapes of a Rotating Disk-Blades-Disk Structure Observed from
a Stationary Point of View and Its Relation to Mode Shape Decomposition
This section shows the analytical relation between the components obtained with mode shape
decomposition and the natural frequencies observed with a sensor on the stationary frame. Figure 7
helps us to understand the underlying problem.
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A sensor placed on the stationary reference frame (for example, a Laser Doppler Vibrometer)
measures the transverse vibration of the rotating structure. As mentioned before (Section 2), for
a structure rotating at low rotating speeds (neglecting inertia, shear and gyroscopic effects), it can be
assumed that the mode shape in the standing case is the same as in the rotating case (considering the
mode shape from the rotating frame), and also that the resonant frequency is approximately the same
as in the standing case [43].
If the deformation of the i-diametrical mode of the bladed-disk is analyzed from the rotating
frame [19,43]:
wp,i−rot(θ, t) = Ai−rot(θ)· cos(ωi−rott) (8)
In this section, subscripts “-rot” and “-stat” will be used to emphasize the difference between both
reference systems. Using Equation (4), Equation (8) can be rewritten as:
wp,i−rot(θ, t) =
∞∑
n=0
An,i−rot· cos(nθ+ ϕn)· cos(ωi−rott) (9)
If the resonance is analyzed from an observer on the stationary frame, the angular coordinate
θ (on the rotating frame) is changed for angular coordinate β (on the stationary frame) [19] with the
following change of reference frame (Figure 7):
β = θ+Ω·t (10)
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This transformation is substituted in Equation (9) obtaining the peripheral deformation observed
from the stationary frame:
wp,i−stat(β, t) =
∞∑
n=0
An,i−rot· cos(n(β−Ω·t) + ϕn)· cos(ωi−rott) (11)
For simplicity, it will be assumed that the sensor on the stationary frame is located at β = 0. This
assumption does not affect the frequency content of the function above. In this case, Equation (11) can
be rewritten as:
wp,i−stat(β, t) =
∞∑
n=0
An,i−rot
2 · cos((ωi−rot + nΩ)t−ϕn)
+
∞∑
n=0
An,i−rot
2 · cos((ωi−rot − nΩ)t+ ϕn)
(12)
From Equation (12) it can be extracted that the frequencies that will detect a sensor on the stationary
frame are:
ωi−stat =
∞∑
n=0
ωi−rot ± nΩ (13)
And each of these frequencies will appear with an amplitude:
An,i−stat =
An,i−rot
2
f or n , 0 and An,i−stat = An,i−rot f or n = 0 (14)
It should be noted that Equation (13) does not impose a restriction on n. Nevertheless, only the
components (n), that appear with a relevant amplitude (An,i−rot), will really produce a peak-frequency
in the stationary sensor. In the particular case of a simple disk, with only one component for each
diametrical mode shape, only two peaks will be observed with a sensor on the stationary frame [17,19].
However, for the analyzed structures in this paper, two frequencies for each component of the
mode-shape are expected to be detected from the stationary frame, according to Equation (13).
The mode shape decomposition proposed in the previous section gives the relative importance
that each component n has on the analyzed diametrical mode shape. This means that the different
An,i−rot participating in the mode shape can be obtained with the proposed decomposition. Hence,
the relation to the components obtained with the mode shape decomposition and the frequencies
seen from a sensor on the stationary frame is proven in this section. Similar equations to describe the
periphery of blade-disk configurations as a superposition of diametrical modes have also been used in
the past [46].
5. Experimental Test
To experimentally validate the main conclusions of the methodology proposed in Section 3 for the
decomposition of the mode shapes of the rotating disk-blades-disk structure, and its relation with the
frequencies seen from the stationary frame (Section 4), a rotating disk-blades-disk test rig has been
developed. It consists of a disk-blades-disk assembly, which rotates inside a rigid casing. The structure
is excited with a piezoelectric patch (PZT) from the rotating frame and the response is measured
simultaneously from the rotating frame with another PZT, and from the stationary frame with a Laser
Doppler Vibrometer (LDV).
5.1. Test Setup
The test rig setup consists of a test rig with a disk-blades-disk structure that can rotate in the
range of some kind of real turbomachinery (0–15 Hz), which use this kind of assembly. As mentioned
before, this kind of assembly is used basically in closed impellers of pump turbines, pumps, centrifugal
compressors, and low specific speed Francis runners [30,34,39,42].
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The structure used for the test rig is a double disk (200 mm radius and 3 mm thickness) with
seven straight blades (4 mm thickness) welded on it (Figure 8). Since the bladed-disk structure is thin,
(low mass per surface) and to not affect the dynamic response of the structure with the instrumentation
(load mass of sensors and actuators [47]), an accurate selection of the sensors and actuators has been
made. For this purpose, two piezoelectric patches (one in the upper disk and the other in the lower
disk) were glued to the disk with an epoxy component (LOCTITE 454). The PZTs (P876 A12) have
a surface of 61 × 35 mm and its weight is 0.1 g.
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Figure 8. Experimental setup.
The PZT on the upper face is used to excite the disk and the PZT on the lower face is used to
measure the dynamic response (Figure 8). Simultaneously, the response of the rotating structure is
measured with a Laser Doppler Vibrometer (PDV-100) (for simplicity, it is not shown in Figure 8, but
sketched in Figure 7). The signals are transmitted to the stationary frame through a slip ring Michigan
S-10, located at the tip of the shaft (Figure 8).
The motor is a Mavilor MLV-072, which is a variable speed motor. The rotating speed is controlled
with a resolver (Mavilor Resolver 2T8) and can be adjusted with precision of 1/300 Hz. The vibrations
of the motor are isolated from the rest of the test rig trough rubber mounting isolators installed between
the motor support and the test rig. More details on this test rig (but used for a simple disk) and the
instrumentation can be found in [19].
5.2. Mode Shape Decomposition of the Diametrical Modes for the Standing Disk-Blades-Disk Structure
In order to use mode shape decomposition for the diametrical modes of disk-blades-disk assemblies,
presented in Section 3, the several first modes of the structure are determined experimentally for the
non-rotating case. For this purpose, the following procedure is done: The structure is excited with
the upper PZT using a chirp signal of 4 s. The response is measured with the other PZT (used as
sensor) and with the Laser Doppler Vibrometer (LDV), which is directly pointing to some point of the
periphery on the upper surface of the disk-blades-disk. For one position of the Laser, the excitation is
applied five times to check the repeatability of the experiments and the coherence between signals.
Once the experiment is performed for one position of the Laser, the structure is turned to an angle
of 2pi/35 rad. The aforementioned procedure is repeated for this position, and so on. Therefore, after
one complete turn of the structure, the deformation on the periphery is obtained in 35 equidistant
points (Figure 9).
Figure 10 shows the excitation signal, the response measured with the PZT, and the response
measured with the LDV when the LDV is directed to point 1 (Figure 9).
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After acquiring the time signals for the 35 points, the Frequency Response Functions (FRF) were
obtained. In the calculated FRFs, the signal of the LDV is used as a response and the s g al of the PZT
(exciter) is used as a reference signal. The FRFs using the PZT (sensor) as a respons and PZT (exciter)
as a r ference are also calculated to check the repeatability of the experim nts. Figure 11 shows the
FRF of the LDV and the FRF of the PZT for two different positions of the LDV. The modes shown
in this figure are diametrical modes, which will be analyzed in the standing case and in the rotating
case (following section). As can be seen, when changing the measured point, the response of the LDV
obviously changes (Figure 11a), while the response of the PZT (Figure 11b) does not (since the only
change between both tests is the focusing position of the LDV). Therefore, in Figure 11b, both lines
appear almost overlaid. This validates the repeatability of the experiments and the use of both PZTs
for the rotating case.
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With the FRFs of the 35 points on the periphery in the experimental case, the Operating Deflection
Shape (ODS) in the axial direction is obtained. As an example, the deformation of the second mode
(326 Hz, Figure 11) is shown in Figure 12a.
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i re 12 shows the mode shape obtained with numerical simulation, which is based on a modal
analysis of the bladed-disk using a FEM (Finite Element Method) Model with commercial software
ANSYS [37]. A tetrahedral mesh, using SOLID186 [37] elements, was used for the calculation. A mesh
sensitivity analysis was conducted, changing the number of elements of the mesh such that it does not
affect the results. The optimal mesh had 20940 elements. The results obtained show good accuracy of
the experimentation in natural frequency values. For the simulation, the response on the periphery is
obtained in 225 points due to mesh discretization.
In order to compare both experimental and simulation results, the amplitude is normalized in
both cases. The comparison between experimental and simulation results for the periphery of the
analyzed modes (Figure 11) is shown in Figure 13. In the same figure, the decomposition of the mode
shape, according to the method presented in Section 3, is also shown for both experimentation and
simulation procedures.
It is seen that there is a good correlation between the experimental and numerical results.
The peripheral deformation is quite similar for the analyzed modes, and the main diametrical
components detected for each mode shape are the same, when analyzing the disk-blades-disk assembly
experimentally and numerically. The MPC (Modal Phase Collinearity) [2] close to one (experimental
results) shows that the mode shapes are real mode shapes (all points moving in phase or counterphase to
each other). For the simulation, this is automatically achieved, since no damping effects are considered
(undamped system) and, therefore, the modes are real. The discrepancy in natural frequencies values
(between experimental and numerical results) is less than 7% for the analyzed modes.
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5.3. Tests with the Disk-Blades-Disk Structure Rotating and Detection of Natural Frequencies with LDV from
the Stationary Frame
To determin which peaks, corresponding to the first natural frequencies of the rotating structure
(diametrical mode shapes), are obtained with a stationary sensor (LDV), the following procedure is
used. The rotating speed of the structure is fixed as 5 Hz. In this condition, the disk-blades-disk
structure is excited with a harmonic excitation (pure sine), created with the exciter PZT. Each of the
analyzed diametrical modes in this paper (Figure 13) is excited. The response is simultaneously
measured with the PZT attached to the rotating structure (sensor) and with the LDV on the stationary
frame. Figure 14 shows the excitation and response from both rotating and stationary frames for the
third mode analyzed (Figure 11).
From the time signals, it is observed that, when the excitation starts (Figure 14a), the dynamic
response of the rotating structure is clearly affected, as seen on the rotating frame sensor. This response
is clearly dominated by the excitation signal. From the stationary frame (LDV), a change in signal
behavior is also appreciated during the time of the excitation. The response observed with the LDV
during that time is the superposition of the response due to the PZT-excitation and the response due to
the low frequency motion of the rotating structure. This motion, which is mainly due to imperfections
on the surface and misalignment of the rotating structure, produces low frequency components around
the rotating speed of the disk and first harmonics when the structure rotates [19,48]. Nevertheless, for
the frequency range of the analyzed diametrical modes, only residual harmonics can be appreciated.
These harmonics are not important in comparison with the level of peaks caused by the excitation of
the natural frequencies (Figure 14b (LDV response)).
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Analyzing the response from the rotating frame in the frequency domain (Figure 14b (PZT)),
it can be seen hat only the excited frequency, which is a natural frequency of th structure, appears.
Furtherm re, from the stationary frame, the frequencies detect d are symmetrically shift d with respect
to the excited frequency.
It is to be mentioned that ue to the rotation, the exac value of ome natural frequencies
experiences a slight increase [43,49], with respect to the stationary case. his increase is less than 2 Hz
(0.5%) with respect to the non-r tating case v lue, for all th analyzed diametrical modes (Figure 11).
To relate the fr q ency mo ulations and the diametrical components detect d with the mode
sha e d comp sition, the following trans ormation in the frequency axi is p rformed for each of he
i-analyzed diam trical modes:
fnorm =
f − fexcited
Ω
(15)
f represents all the x-axis values (Figure 14), fexcited is the frequency excited with the patch (the
natural frequency from the rotating frame) and Ω the rotating speed of the disk-blades-disk structure
(which is always 5 Hz in these paper). This transformation gives the frequency content of the response
in terms of the diametrical components since it is precisely what it is obtained isolating n from
Equation (13).
To normalize the amplitude of the vibration of the rotating sensor (PZT) and of the stationary
sensor (LDV), the following procedure is used. For the bladed-disk with no rotation, the same harmonic
excitation as in the rotating case (in some cases reducing 1 or 2 Hz the excited frequency due to
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the slight increase in the natural frequency values [43,49], when the structure rotates) is applied to
the disk-blades-disk structure. The LDV, in this case, focuses on the point with maximal peripheral
deformation, which is determined by the modal analysis performed in the previous section. This
test gives the values APZT, Ω= 0Hz, f= f excited and ALDV, Ω= 0Hz, f= f excited for each of the analyzed modes,
which are the amplitude of the response of the bladed-disk at the natural frequency considered ( fexcited).
Therefore, for each of these i-modes:
Anorm,PZT =
APZT,Ω= 5Hz
APZT,Ω= 0Hz, f= f excited
,Anorm,LDV =
ALDV,Ω= 5Hz
ALDV,Ω= 0Hz, f= f excited
(16)
Note that APZT, Ω= 5Hz,ALDV, Ω= 5Hz represent all the values of the spectra shown in Figure 14
and APZT, Ω= 0Hz, f= f excited, ALDV, Ω= 0Hz, f= f excited are just single numbers. The normalization of the
amplitude compares the amplitudes obtained with the PZT (Rotating Frame) and the LDV (Stationary
Frame), and sees if they are in accordance with Equation (14). As an example, the normalization in
frequency and amplitude of the mode analyzed in Figure 14 is shown in Figure 15.Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 17 of 23 
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As deduced in Section 4, the experimental frequencies obtained from the stationary frame are
directly related to the mode shape decomposition method proposed in this paper. Therefore, the
decomposition in diametrical components of the peripheral deformation obtained with experimental
and numerical modal analysis (Section 5.2) is necessary to understand what is obtained from the
stationary frame. For this purpose, the mode shape decompositions of the analyzed modes (Figure 13)
are simply separated into a negative and positive part, according to Equation (14).
Therefore, if A(n) is considered as the function obtained with the mode shape decomposition
(functions shown in Figure 13), the following function A′(n) can be calculated, for each of the analyzed
i-modes, according to:
A′(n) =
A(|n|)
2
(17)
A′(n), which is defined for positive and negative n, can be directly compared with the experimental
results obtained with the LDV, for the rotating disk-blades-disk, after having normalized the Frequency
and Amplitude (Equations (15) and (16)). This is performed for all the diametrical modes analyzed in
this paper obtaining Figure 16.
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As seen in Figure 16, the main components obtained with the mode shape decomposition are
closely related to the natural frequencies of the rotating structure that are observed from the stationary
frame. This means that the frequencies observed from the stationary frame can be predicted with the
method proposed for the mode shape decomposition.
Furthermore, the amplitudes for the experimental results are slightly lower than the ones predicted
with the mode shape decomposition. These differences can be attributed to the experimental fact
that rough surfaces and misalignment can cause a loss of the returned light to the Laser lens. These
effects, known as speckle noise and pseudo-vibrations, have been discussed in many references [50–53].
To quantify these effects, the predominant component of each of the analyzed modes is considered,
and the amplitudes experimentally detected with the Laser and those ones analytically predicted are
compared. In this case, the average amplitude detected with the Laser is around 20% less than the
amplitude analytically predicted.
Therefore, in this section, the utility of the mode shape decomposition has been demonstrated
to predict the natural frequencies observed by a sensor on the stationary frame, when the rotating
disk-blades-disk structure is under resonance condition of a diametrical mode.
5.4. Limitation of Standard Numerical Codes For Non-Axisymmetric Rotating Structures Analyzed in the
Stationary Frame
It is important to mention that such behavior is not well predicted when using commercial software
that restrict rotating structures to be axisymmetric around the rotating axis (ANSYS®, Canonsburg,
PA [37], MSC NASTRAN®, Newport Beach, CA [38]). For this reason, frequencies from the stationary
frame of simple axisymmetric disk structures have been successfully predicted in the past [54], while
for non- axisymmetric structures, such as the structure analyzed here, this is not possible if the same
kind of numerical simulations are performed.
This is shown in Figure 17, where the prediction of peaks and relative amplitudes detected with
a stationary sensor, when a resonance of the first diametrical mode of the rotating structure occurs, is
compared for different methods. Two cases are considered here: the first diametrical mode shape of
a simple disk with n = 2 (and no nodal diameters) [19] and the first diametrical mode shape of the
present disk-blades-disk structures (with main component n = 2). The different methods are compared
with experimental results. Simple disk theory means that in Equation (14), only the main diametrical
component n is considered and therefore only two peaks, with half amplitude and modulated n·Ω,
are predicted. Direct simulation means to introduce a rotating speed to the disk or disk-blades-disk
structure and obtain the frequencies from the stationary frame (using ANSYS standard code [37]).
The mode shape decomposition is applied to discompose the mode shape obtained in the standing case
by means of experimental modal analysis and numerical modal analysis, as explained in this paper.
As seen in this figure, for the simple disk, all the predictions accurately determine the amplitude
and frequency of the peaks of the stationary sensor and, therefore, the proposed method in this
paper does not offer extra relevant information for simple disk structures. Nevertheless, for the
disk-blade-disk assembly, the simple disk theory predicts only two peaks with higher amplitude, as
the description of the mode shape is incomplete. Direct simulation with a standard code also fails, as
axisymmetric structures are required. In this case, only the mode-shape decomposition, proposed in
this paper, approaches the experimental results obtained.
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5.5. Validity of the Relationship between the Mode Shape Decomposition and the Frequencies Detected from the
Stationary Frame and Future Work
In this section, w have shown that the proposed method allows to pr dict the frequencies and
relative a plitud s of the different peaks seen by a stationary sensor, for t e typic l range of rota ing
speeds f prototypes consisting of a disk-blade-disk assembly. The effec s of the relative rot tion of
a urrounding heavy fluid, such as water (the normal fluid in the operati n of hydropower units),
which have been discussed in previous papers [19,43,55], are not considered in this case and will be
analyzed in a future paper. The validity of this analysis is therefore for large centrifugal compressors
(which work in air and wit relative low rotating speed) and hydr power units working in synchr nous
condenser mode [56,57], and serve as a basis for future considerations of the effect of a surrounding
heavy fluid (water) in hydropower units.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, an analysis of the natural frequencies and mode shapes of disk-blade-disk assemblies
from a stationary frame and in relation to the mode shapes that characterize simple disks has been
discussed. The experimental results and methodology followed has relevant interest due to the use
of these assemblies (disk-blades-disk) in real impellers (closed impellers) of centrifugal compressors,
centrifugal pumps, pump-turbines, and low specific speed Francis runners.
A method to discompose and characterize the several first mode shapes of disk-blade-disk
assemblies (vibration modes with a maximum deformation in the periphery and no nodal diameters)
is proposed. The peripheral deformation of these mode shapes, which can be obtained by means of
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experimental or numerical modal analysis of the standing structure, is expressed as the superposition
of diametrical mode shapes that characterize simple disks after the used decomposition.
For such structures rotating in the typical range of turbomachinery prototypes, it has been shown
that such decomposition allows to predict the frequencies and amplitudes of the corresponding peaks
detected with a stationary sensor. As discussed and shown in this paper, this is not possible with
standard numerical codes, which typically have a restriction of axisymmetric structures for analyses in
the stationary frame.
Finally, the decomposition method and analysis in this paper serves as a basis for a future work,
where the effect of a heavy surrounding fluid with relative rotation on the structure (normal operating
conditions in hydropower units) will be discussed.
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